Expanding the Boundaries of Security

Visonic has long been at the forefront of security innovation. Today, Visonic is the internationally recognized brand for the most advanced and reliable wireless home security systems. The brand is well-known for its PowerCode technology, launched in year 2000, and already field-proven in more than 1,000,000 wireless systems installations worldwide.

In 2010, after almost four years of intensive R&D, Visonic launched the new PowerG wireless technology, delivering even greater reliability and with unmatched benefits to security professionals, central monitoring stations and end-users.

The broad offering based on the PowerMax and PowerMaster families of wireless intrusion alarm systems, are targeted to varying need sand budgets. All Visonic’s control panels can be connected to a wide range of wireless peripherals, including motion detectors, safety sensors, alarm communicators, sirens, keyfobs and more.

Global Presence

The Visonic brand is manufactured in a 10,000m² state-of-the-art manufacturing plant in Kryat Gat, Israel, and sold through a network of subsidiaries, distributors, and sales representatives in more than 100 countries.